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Leading International Trade Fair

Material for practice
Commodities and consumer goods in Halls 5, 6, 7.0, 7.1 and 7a
The world of medicine is meeting at MEDICA 2019 – a must for anyone who wants to experience tomorrow’s healthcare market live.

The medical sector is moving towards the future, which will be more dynamic, more digital and more closely networked than ever before. Mastering tomorrow’s challenges requires keeping your finger on the pulse. Businesses, opinion leaders, trade visitors, decision-makers and experts need a common platform that moves with the times. A platform that brings together medical expertise and on which knowledge is shared and the future defined – and that is always one step ahead when it comes to innovation.

MEDICA 2019: where the world of medicine meets

Come join us at the largest international communication and networking platform in the industry. Whether you link up in Düsseldorf or virtually before the event using our matchmaking tool, the main thing is that you come together and discover all that MEDICA has to offer even more quickly and easily with our new search system.

Take advantage of this combination of the world’s largest trade fair for medicine, the leading supply market event for the associated production sector and a dynamic atmosphere to drive your success. The entire process chain at a glance: at COMPAMED, you will discover the current innovations that could shape your future innovations. The MEDICA START-UP PARK matches ideas and investors. A wide range of forums, conferences and events celebrate the topics and trends of tomorrow. All this at the same time in the same place – for the synergy that will make MEDICA 2019 as successful as previous editions.

Join us in Düsseldorf and be part of the world’s largest medical sector event.

Visitor satisfaction

96%

Exhibitors in 2018

5,286

Visitors in 2018

120,116

1,042 exhibitors from the commodities and consumer goods segment in 2018
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The material of tomorrow

A variety that is indispensable for medical practices, clinics and hospitals: at MEDICA 2019, you can show trade visitors, buyers and decision-makers the essential material of tomorrow. And who knows, maybe the next smart plaster is already available. Exhibitors, manufacturers and dealers benefit from a global communication, networking and market platform that promotes and facilitates business. It is perfectly organised down to the smallest detail. If needed, shared pavilions provide an easy way to participate with simple organisation and excellent terms. The whole world of consumer goods and commodities. In full halls and under one roof at MEDICA 2019 in Düsseldorf.

More information for exhibitors is available at www.medica.de/exhibitors

Discover tomorrow’s essentials today

Commodities and consumer goods in Halls 5, 6, 7.0, 7.1 and 7a
“The event was a great success and we are already looking forward to next year. We have noticed a growing awareness of careful hand hygiene to prevent infection and avoid antibiotic resistance. The interest in sustainable hygiene solutions is therefore high.”

Martin Streitberger, Head of the Healthcare Division at Hagleitner Hygiene Österreich GmbH

“We have been co-exhibitors at MEDICA twice and had our own booth for the first time at MEDICA 2018. Its position in Hall 6 is ideal for us. We use MEDICA as a platform to present the innovative products from our new Healthcare Division.”

Jens Schumacher, Dr. Schumacher GmbH

“MEDICA is very important for our company. Our first time at MEDICA could be described as the birth of our international business. That is still important for us today. We have regularly established new international contacts here, and of course exhibited for our German target audience. MEDICA will continue to be an important part of our sales concept in the future; it is still the most important and largest medical trade fair in the world.”

Mr Kashif (Pakistan)

Mr Kashif from Pakistan is visiting MEDICA for the first time and is particularly interested in surgical instruments. He is enthusiastic about how well the event is managed and about the service provided. “The guides at the trade fair overcome any language barriers. That is great with such an international group of visitors.”

Feedback from just some of our satisfied exhibitors and visitors
Exhibitor prices at a glance:

Find out more now, join in and register as an exhibitor by 01 March 2019 – simply go to: medica.de/2330

- Row stand (1 side open) €249/m²
- Corner stand (2 sides open) €258/m²
- Front stand (3 sides open) €261/m²
- Block stand (4 sides open) €270/m²
- Outdoor section €162/m²

Take this opportunity to present your entire portfolio to a global audience: at MEDICA 2019 in Düsseldorf.

Vanessa Klein, Senior Project Manager
Phone +49 211 4560-489
KleinV@messe-duesseldorf.de

As of January 2019
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How do you bring together over 5,200 exhibitors, 120,000 trade visitors and 155 nations in one place? With a comprehensive platform, on which the healthcare market of the future can meet.

**MEDICA 2019 – join us!**

Service offers for visitors: [www.medica.de/2100](http://www.medica.de/2100)
Service offers for exhibitors: [www.medica.de/2300](http://www.medica.de/2300)

Why not use our year-round information and communication portal [www.medica-tradefair.com](http://www.medica-tradefair.com)
WHERE HEALTHCARE IS GOING

**MEDICA** DÜSSELDORF 18 – 21 November 2019
**COMPAMED** DÜSSELDORF 18 – 21 November 2019
**REHACARE** DÜSSELDORF 18 – 21 September 2019
**INTEGRATION** MOSCOW 19 – 21 June 2019
**MEDICAL FAIR ASIA** SINGAPORE 9 – 11 September 2020
**MEDICAL FAIR CHINA** SUZHO 5 – 7 September 2019
**MEDICAL FAIR INDIA** MUMBAI 5 – 7 March 2020
**MEDICAL FAIR INDIA** NEW DELHI 21 – 23 February 2019
**MEDICAL FAIR THAILAND** BANGKOK 11 – 13 September 2019
**MEDICAL MANUFACTURING ASIA** SINGAPORE 9 – 11 September 2020
**MEDITECH** BOGOTÁ 2020

Strategic Co-operations:

**HOSPITALAR** SÃO PAULO 21 – 24 May 2019
**ZDRAVOOKHRANIYIYE** MOSCOW 2 – 6 December 2019

JOIN MORE THAN 400 000 MEDICAL EXPERTS

www.medicalliance.global